Abstract-New short-length single-direction frame structures are proposed for 5G time division duplex (TDD) systems, where the transmit direction [i.e., either downlink (DL) or uplink (UL)] can be independently chosen at each cell in every frame. Accordingly, high flexibility is provided to match the per-cell DL/UL traffic asymmetries and full exploitation of dynamic TDD is allowed. As a downside, interference management becomes crucial. In this regard, this paper proposes a procedure for dynamic TDD in dense multiple-input multiple-output small cell networks, where the transmit direction selected per small cell (SC) is dynamically optimized together with the user scheduling and transmit precoding. We focus on the maximization of a general utility function that takes into account the DL/UL traffic asymmetries of each user and the interference conditions in the network. Although the problem is non-convex, it is decomposed thanks to the interference-cost concept and then efficiently solved in parallel. Simulation results show gains in DL and UL average rates for different traffic asymmetries and SC/user densities as compared to existing dynamic TDD schemes thanks to the proposed joint optimization. The gains become more significant when there is high interference and limited number of antennas.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
ENSE multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) small cell networks (SCNs) are considered a key technology for fifth generation (5G) systems as a result of their costeffectiveness in boosting the area spectral efficiency through densification of the network with small cells (SCs) [1] . SCs transmit low power and provide short range coverage, so the expected number of users served per SC is reduced. As a consequence, the amount of downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) traffic per cell can vary over space and time more drastically in SCNs than in conventional macrocell-based networks [2] .
In contrast to LTE frequency division duplex (FDD) systems, where the amount of band devoted for DL and UL transmissions is fixed and equally divided, LTE time division duplex (TDD) systems allow for asymmetric DL-UL allocations by providing 7 different semi-statically configured UL-DL configurations of an LTE frame that is composed of 10 LTE subframes [3] . The predefined UL-DL configurations differ in the switching points between a DL and an UL transmission within an LTE frame, hence providing DL-UL allocation ratios that vary from 4:6 to 9:1 (number of DL:UL LTE subframes) [2] . Usually, the UL-DL configuration in LTE TDD is the same for all cells and is determined at the network level based on long-term traffic statistics, which might not match the per-cell traffic asymmetries. In this regard, the new emerging dynamic TDD technique [4] , [5] offers the possibility of a dynamic UL-DL reconfiguration so as to adapt the DL-UL allocation ratio to the traffic asymmetry at each cell. This higher flexibility is specially suited for dense MIMO SCNs because of the asymmetric traffic conditions. As a downside, new types of interference appear in the system (i.e. DL-to-UL and UL-to-DL interference). So, advanced interference management procedures are key enablers for dynamic TDD.
One may find works on dynamic TDD that mainly focus on optimizing the UL-DL configuration ( [2] , [6] , [7] ) or the DL-to-UL switching point decision ( [8] - [10] ) within an LTE frame. The optimization is done either per SC or per group of SCs and, in many cases, it is constrained to the 7 LTE frame patterns predefined in LTE TDD [5] . The available techniques can be classified according to where and how such decision is taken. References like [2] , [6] , and [7] consider a centralized and coordinated (i.e. cluster-specific) decision, where SCs are divided into isolated groups of SCs (or clusters) and the same UL-DL configuration is used within the cluster. This way, DL-to-UL and UL-to-DL intra-cluster interference is avoided but the flexibility of adapting to the per-SC traffic asymmetries is reduced. On the other hand, decentralized solutions are investigated in [6] and [8] - [10] . In [8] , the decision on the DLto-UL switching point is performed at each SC in coordination with neighboring SCs thanks to the exchange of backhaul control plane messages (prices) that take into account the traffic asymmetry of the serving users and how such decision affects to users associated to neighboring SCs. In [9] , the problem is formulated as a non-cooperative game so as to minimize the overall UL and DL delay at each SC. In [6] and [10] , decentralized and uncoordinated (i.e. SC-specific) solutions are evaluated, where each SC performs its own decision based on the traffic asymmetry of the serving users. Fig. 1 . Frame structure suggested for dynamic TDD in 5G [12] , [13] .
It is concluded in [10] that SC-specific decisions are sufficient if interference mitigation techniques are used at the receivers. A similar conclusion is drawn from [6] , in which interference management techniques are applied by means of coordinated scheduling and coordinated beamforming (CS-CB). They show that SC-specific decisions with CS-CB achieve a better performance than cluster-specific decisions with CS-CB, since the former can better suit traffic asymmetry conditions. All these previous works on dynamic TDD ( [2] , [6] - [10] ) keep the order of the transmit directions fixed (i.e. first DL and then UL) and optimize the DL-to-UL switching point or the UL-DL configuration of an LTE frame. So, they are indeed suboptimal because the transmit direction selection is constrained to the LTE frame patterns. On the contrary, authors in [11] show that interference reduction benefits are obtained by optimizing the order in which UL and DL transmissions are performed at each SC. They present a frame structure composed of two consecutive time slots. In the first slot the transmission is carried out in one direction and the reverse direction is used for the second slot (e.g. UL in first slot and DL in second slot, or the other way round). In this sense, the optimization of the transmit directions orders is investigated in conjunction with the design of linear precoding and equalization for MIMO systems. However, the main drawback of the proposed scheme in [11] is that the frame structure is equally partitioned between DL and UL and, therefore, traffic asymmetry conditions are not incorporated.
In this regard, new short-length single-direction frame structures are envisioned for 5G systems to meet the strict 1 ms latency requirement, which can not be met with the current LTE frame structure. 1 Low round trip times are required by some envisioned applications for 5G such as Tactile Internet. Following this line, a new short-length single-direction frame structure is proposed in [12] and [13] (see Fig. 1 ), in which the data part is entirely devoted to a single transmit direction and each SC can determine if it is used either for DL or UL. Such frame structure is very powerful for scenarios where traffic asymmetries vary drastically (as for SCNs) because of the ability to adapt the system configuration to the actual traffic and interference conditions. Also, due to the single transmit direction per frame, interference variability within the frame is avoided. Nevertheless, the key point is that, under these new frame structures envisioned for 5G systems, full exploitation of dynamic TDD is possible without resorting to one of the predefined UL-DL configurations in LTE TDD or focusing on the DL-to-UL switching point decision. To that end, new At every frame each SC schedules at most one user in one transmit direction (DL or UL). An example of the user scheduling and transmit direction selection is shown for 2 frames.
interference management procedures being able to determine the transmit direction in a per-frame basis are needed.
SCs are usually densified in clusters, see [14] . Thus, intracluster interference is much more limiting than inter-cluster interference, and the latter one can be usually neglected [15] . In this regard, a promising solution for 5G systems to perform interference management in dense SCNs is the centralizedbased concept, in which a network controller (e.g. a cluster controller) is responsible for some network functions [16] and, hence, centralized interference management techniques can be implemented for the cluster [17] .
In this paper we assume a cluster-based deployment of TDD SCs and a short-length single-direction frame structure, similar to the one suggested in [12] and [13] (see Fig. 1 ), where each SC is associated to a transmit direction (DL or UL) at every frame. In this context, we propose a dynamic procedure for joint user scheduling, precoding design, and transmit direction selection that works on a per-frame basis in interfering MIMO multi-cell scenarios (see Fig. 2 ). A cluster controller is in charge of performing the optimization for a set of shortlength frames during which channel conditions do not vary. We face the maximization of a general utility function that takes into account the DL/UL traffic asymmetries of each user and the interference conditions in the network. First, the initial problem is decoupled through frames to achieve an on-line scheduling. Then, the per-frame problem is decomposed per SC by using the interference-cost concept and a direct solution is obtained (in semi-closed form for MIMO systems and in closed-form for single-input single-output (SISO) systems). Finally, an iterative algorithm is proposed to solve the perframe problem at the cluster controller.
Let us recall that in [6] the transmit direction selection is constrained to the LTE frame patterns. In addition, in [6] , the optimization is done in two consecutive steps: first, the LTE frame pattern configuration is optimized (either by following a cluster-specific or a SC-specific decision) and, after that, the remaining inter-cell interference is mitigated by using CS-CB. So, the transmit direction selection and the CS-CB are not jointly optimized. Thus, the dynamic procedure proposed in this work differs from the solutions in [6] in two main aspects: (i) we do not constrain the transmit direction selection to the 7 LTE frame patterns (rather the transmit direction is optimized at every short-length frame) and (ii) we perform a joint optimization of the transmit direction and the CS-CB. Consequently, although the proposed approach is also suboptimal, it provides more flexibility than those in [6] .
Organization: The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II the system model is presented. The problem for joint user scheduling, transmit precoding design, and transmit direction selection is formulated and decoupled through frames in Section III. Then, in Section IV the per-frame problem is decomposed into multiple subproblems (one per SC), the optimal solution for each subproblem is derived, and the iterative algorithm is presented. Finally, Section V shows the simulation results and Section VI includes concluding remarks.
Notation: In this paper, scalars are denoted by italic letters. Boldface lower-case and upper-case letters denote vectors and matrices, respectively. For given scalars a and b, min(a, b) denotes the minimum between a and b, (a) + max(0, a) refers to the maximum between a and 0, log 2 (a) denotes the base-2 logarithm, and ln(a) is the natural logarithm. For a given function f , the derivative of f w.r.t. matrix A is referred to as δ f δA and max x f denotes the maximum value of f . For a given matrix A, A H and A −1 denote the hermitian matrix and the inverse matrix, respectively. The operators |A| and Tr(A) refer to the determinant and the trace, respectively. Matrices I and 0 refer to the identity matrix and the zero matrix, respectively. A =diag(a 1 . . . a n ) denotes an n × n diagonal matrix with values a 1 . . . a n in its diagonal and 0 in the non-diagonal elements. A 0 means that matrix A is positive semi-definite. For given sets A and B, the union is denoted by A B and |A| refers to the cardinality of A. C m×n and R m×n denote the m by n dimensional complex space and real space, respectively. The circularly symmetric complex normal distribution is represented by CN (., .).
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a synchronized TDD SCN composed of clusters of SCs. We focus on interference coordination within a specific cluster and deal with intra-cluster interference, as it is done in practice (see [14, Sec. 4] ), assuming that cluster formation is given by the network operator infrastructure and that intercluster interference is negligible [15] . The cluster is composed of a cluster controller that coordinates a set of K {1, . . . , K } SCs equipped with M antennas each. Assume user-SC association is done through conventional processes (for instance, each user is associated to the SC that is received with largest signal-to-noise ratio), such that every SC k (k∈K ) has a set of I k {1 k , . . . , I k } associated users with N antennas each. Let i k denote user i associated to SC k (i k ∈I k ). The total set of users in the system (i.e. the cluster) is denoted by I = k∈K I k . Subindexes {i k , j l } and {k, l} are used through the paper to denote users and SCs, respectively. An example of the considered scenario is shown in Fig. 2 for |K | = 3 SCs and |I | = 5 users (|I 1 | = 2, |I 2 | = 2, |I 3 | = 1).
The short-length frame structure in [12] is assumed. Control and data planes are separated in time, as shown in Fig. 1 . A short guard period (GP) is inserted between every (possible) switch of the transmit direction. The data part is entirely devoted for either UL or DL transmission, and the transmit direction in the data part (i.e. DL or UL) can vary at every frame and every SC. Through the paper, supraindex d denotes the transmit direction selected at a SC in a given frame: d = DL refers to DL and d = UL refers to UL transmission.
Assume that channel state information (CSI) of all users within the cluster remains constant over a set of shortlength frames S {1, . . . , S}. Let
, and H k,l ∈C M×M denote the MIMO channel matrix (including pathloss, shadowing, and small-scale fading) from user i k to SC l, from SC l to user i k , from user i k to user j l , and from SC k to SC l, respectively.
It is considered that at every frame (s = 1, . . . , S), at most one user is scheduled in one transmit direction (either DL or UL) at each SC (see Fig. 2 ).
Therefore, the cluster controller has two main functions:
• gathers CSI of all users in the cluster both in DL and UL transmit directions (which are valid for the whole set of short-length frames S) and • is in charge of performing the dynamic resource management for SCs in the cluster, which involves the joint optimization of the user scheduling, transmit precoding design, and transmit direction selection per frame. So, the resource management is applied on a per-frame basis while acquisition of CSI is done every S frames.
Assuming narrow-band transmissions, the equivalent baseband signal observed at user i k in frame s (assuming DL is selected at SC k in frame s and no other user is served by SC k at that frame) is expressed as:
where
denote the transmitted signal at SC k towards user i k , at SC l towards user j l , at user j l towards SC l, respectively, and z DL i k ,s refers to the received noise vector at user i k in frame s. Similarly, the equivalent baseband signal observed at SC k in frame s (assuming UL is selected at SC k in frame s and only user i k transmits to it at that frame) is:
where x UL i k ,s ∈C N×1 denotes the transmitted signal at user i k towards SC k and z UL k,s refers to the received noise vector
), ∀s, and that all {z UL k,s } and {z DL i k ,s } are independent. Note that, under dynamic TDD, new kinds of intercell interference arise as compared to conventional one-way transmissions. In a DL transmission, DL-to-DL and UL-to-DL interference might be received (see (1) ). In contrast, for an UL transmission, DL-to-UL and UL-to-UL interference may appear (as shown in (2)).
We assume independent encoding across the different SCs and users and that a Gaussian codebook is used at each SC and each user, i.e.:
where 
, which contain information of precoding design, power control, user scheduling, and transmit direction selection as stated in the following.
• The precoder design is directly obtained through the eigenvalue decomposition of the transmit covariances matrices, i.e. 
This intrinsic information is valid provided that we impose certain constraints over the transmit covariance matrices
The constraint that at most one user in one transmit direction is selected at every SC in each frame can be imposed directly over optimization variables {Q
Constraint in (5) is required to be consistent with the formulation presented in (1)- (2) . Otherwise, in case multiple users could be simultaneously served at a frame and within the same frequency resource, intra-cell interference should be considered in the signal model.
Usually, in the literature, designers deal with integer variables that indicate the user scheduling and transmit direction selection (see [11] ), in addition to optimizing the transmit precoding matrices. Differently, thanks to the presented formulation, a single set of variables (i.e.
has to be optimized. In this sense, constraints in (5) replace the integer constraints that are usually included through a set of integer variables that take 0 or 1 value [11] . The key point does not rely on the reduction of the sets of variables to be optimized, but rather on the fact that working with a single set of non-integer variables (i.e. {Q d i k ,s }) will allow us to decompose the global problem until a point where the decomposed problems can be optimally solved (as it will be shown in Sections III and IV).
Under this setting, assuming that interference is treated as Gaussian noise at receivers, the achievable rates for DL and UL transmissions, respectively, of user i k in frame s, r DL i k ,s , r UL i k ,s , are given by:
where N DL i k ,s is the covariance matrix of the noise-plusinterference received at user i k when SC k transmits in frame s and N UL i k ,s denotes the covariance matrix of the noise-plusinterference received at SC k when user i k transmits in frame s:
As shown in (9)- (10), interference received in DL and UL depends on the user scheduling, precoding design, and transmit direction selected at neighbor SCs in frame s.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The problem for joint user scheduling, precoding design, and transmit direction selection is formulated by following the maximization of a general utility function that takes into account the traffic asymmetries and interference conditions in the network under the constraints that at most one user in one transmit direction is selected at each SC in every frame (see (5) ) and that a maximum power is available for DL and UL transmission at SCs and users, respectively:
where 0≤a i k ≤1 is related to the DL-UL data traffic asymmetry of user i k , u(z) is a concave and monotonically increasing utility function on the interval z∈[0, ∞), P max SC is the available power at SCs, P max UE is the available power at users, and
is the average rate of user i k in transmit direction d (d = {DL, UL}) over the set of frames S:
A classical choice for the utility function in (11) is u(z) = log(z), which guarantees proportional fairness in the system [18] . Even though, alternative choices that are suitable for different types of applications can be found in [19] (e.g. u(z) = z for sum rate maximization or u(z) = −1/z for harmonic mean fairness).
Practical scheduling algorithms welcome on-line solutions that are capable of adapting weights to obtain desirable DL/UL user fairness [20] . In this sense, and without loss of generality, the average rate of user i k in transmit direction d can be updated at every frame using standard stochastic approximation recursions (see [21] ):
where α s is a step-size that can be either asymptotically vanishing (e.g.
is the average rate of user i k in transmit direction d in previous frames, and r d i k ,s is the rate given to user i k in transmit direction d in frame s (see (7)- (8)). Using Taylor's expansion with step-size α s sufficiently small over the on-line averaging performed in the recursion in (13), we get [20] : (11) reduces to the following maximization problem that has to be solved for every frame and corresponds to a weighted sum of the achievable rates. The on-line solution for frame s is obtained from:
maximize
where (11) ) and on the derivative of the utility function u(z) adopted for problem (P global ) in (11) (as derived from (14)):
, such that a modified version of the well-known proportional fair criterion [18] would be obtained. 2 However, the formulation of problem (P global ) in (11) allows accommodating general utility functions that correspond to different traffic types and quality-of-service requirements (as best effort, non-real-time, and real-time services) whereas only the design of the weights per user and transmit direction μ (15) are affected (see details in [20] ).
The objective function of problem (P s frame ) in (15) is nonconvex due to interference (see (7)- (8)) and some constraints are non-continuous. Therefore, finding the global optimum is a challenging task. In this regard, Section IV proposes an efficient algorithm that yields a local optimum solution to problem (P s frame ) in (15) . After optimizing problem (P s frame ) in (15) for a given frame, the weights per user and transmit direction,
, have to be updated and problem (P s+1 frame ) in (15) can be subsequently solved for frame s + 1. This provides an online solution, as the user scheduling, precoding design, and transmit direction selection in frame s might impact on the weights used in the subsequent frame s + 1. Note that the whole set of per-frame problems (P s frame ) in (15), ∀s∈S, can be solved at every frame or all together at the beginning of the set of frames if channel coherence time allows it.
Finally, let us remark that the sequence of average ratesR
obtained with the on-line solution converges as s→∞ to the sequence of average ratesR d i k that solves problem (P global ) in (11), see [22] , [23] . When the number of frames is finite, convergence of both sequences to the same solution cannot be guaranteed. Anyway, on-line solutions are desirable for practical scheduling algorithms. So, from now on, we focus on solving the per-frame problem (P s frame ) in (15).
IV. JOINT USER SCHEDULING, PRECODING DESIGN AND TRANSMIT DIRECTION SELECTION TO SOLVE (15) In this section we propose an algorithm to solve the perframe problem (P s frame ) in (15) and hence obtaining the user scheduling, precoding design, and transmit direction selection for all SCs in frame s. Although the per-frame problem (P s frame ) in (15) is non-convex, we exploit decomposition techniques and the interference-cost concept presented in [24] to solve it. To do so, the per-frame problem (P s frame ) in (15) is decomposed into K subproblems (one subproblem per SC) and the solution is obtained by solving them iteratively at the cluster controller. The subproblems are obtained by replacing the interference that renders the objective function of problem (P s frame ) in (15) non-convex by linear approximations, as it is done in [24] - [26] . Fig. 3 shows the whole decomposition.
A. Decomposition of (15) Let us define the interference-cost (or price) matrices [24] , [25] related to the impact of selecting user i k at SC k in Fig. 3 . Decoupling of the global problem (P global ) in (11) transmit direction d = DL and d = UL, respectively, over the neighboring SCs/users (∀l =k, ∀ j l ∈I l ): 
where (17)- (18) allow replacing by linear approximations the interference generated by the transmission towards/from users at SC k over neighboring SCs/users [24] .
Therefore, as the constraints of problem (P s frame ) in (15) can be directly decomposed per SC and the objective function of problem (P s frame ) in (15) can be decoupled thanks to the interference-cost concept, it is possible to approximate the perframe problem (P s frame ) in (15) by a set of K subproblems (one per SC). Further details are included in Appendix A.
For fixed interference-cost matrices (ϒ (17)- (18)) and fixed interference-plus-noise covariance matrices ( (9)- (10)), the subproblem corresponding to SC k is:
where (17)- (18) and 
. Thus, after the whole steps of decomposition (see Fig. 3 ), we only have to deal with the non-continuous constraint (i.e. first constraint in (21)). (21) In case the first constraint in (21) (21) only imposes that at most one user in one transmit direction can be selected at SC k in frame s. Therefore, as the objective function in (21) is separable among users and transmit directions, the optimal solution to subproblem (P s,k SC ) in (21) (even if nonconvex) is either to allocate 0 power to all users and transmit directions associated to SC k (i.e. Q d i k ,s = 0, ∀i k ∈I k , d) or to allocate power only to the user and transmit direction that provides a larger value of its best contribution to the objective function in (21) . As best contribution of a specific user in a specific transmit direction, we refer to the transmit covariance matrix that maximizes the objective function in (21) and satisfies the associated inequality transmit power constraint. As the objective function is concave w.r.t. Q d i k ,s and the transmit power constraint is linear, a single best contribution exists. So, we can optimally solve subproblem (P s,k SC ) in (21) for SC k in frame s through a two-step procedure:
B. Solution to
• Step 1: compute all the individual best contributions of users and transmit directions associated to SC k to the objective function in (21) (denoted by
what follows).
• Step 2: select the individual best contribution that contributes more to the objective function in (21) (as imposed by the first constraint in (21)) and set the remaining transmit covariance matrices equal to 0. This corresponds to the optimal solution to subproblem (P (21) is obtained by removing the first constraint in (21) and solving the associated optimization problem, i.e.:
where, for the shake of presentation, we have unified parts of DL and UL nomenclature as:
Problem in (22) is a convex optimization problem w.r.t.
and thus it can be solved by the standard Lagrange duality method [28] . The result is included in Proposition 1 (and particularized for SISO systems afterwards). 
, and
being λ d i k ,s ≥0 the Lagrange multiplier associated to the inequality transmit power constraint in (22) . (26) (3)- (4)). In the SISO case, the design of the Lagrange multiplier in (24) can be omitted because the constraint of the maximum transmit power can be directly imposed over the optimization variables: (26) does not need to be performed in the SISO case, and we should simply set:
. This way, substituting said values into (27), we get:
and finally from (24):
Therefore, for SISO systems, the best contribution of user i k in transmit direction d to the objective function of problem in (21) ( (29) between 0 and the maximum available power (P max ), i.e.:
The SISO case allows gaining more insights on the obtained solution in (30 (24) 6:
if val > maxVal then 8: user = i k (21)). This way, the optimal solution to subproblem (P
, is obtained. The two-step procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1. For SC k, we have to check all contributions of its associated users (i.e. search on the set I k ) in two transmit directions (i.e. DL and UL), which renders a search among 2|I k | possible values. But, let us recall that in SCNs the expected number of users that are associated to each SC is much lower than in conventional macrocell-based networks (i.e. low |I k |). Therefore, the complexity associated to Algorithm 1 is limited and, more important, it is not scaled with the network density as the number of users per SC is reduced with the SC density.
Remark 1: Algorithm 1 provides the global optimum solution to subproblem (P s,k SC ) in (21) for SC k in frame s.
C. Algorithm to Solve (15)
The overall algorithm to solve problem (P s frame ) in (15) essentially solves subproblems (P s,k SC ) in (21) iteratively until convergence. To that end, the Gauss-Seidel iteration (sequential optimizations), the Jacobi iteration (sequential optimizations), or an entirely asynchronous iteration (simultaneous optimizations) could be adopted, see [30] . (17)- (18),
Compute interference-plus-noise covariance matrices
# optimization for SC k:
Algorithm 1 to solve subproblem (P s,k SC ) in (21) and select transmit covariance matrices, i.e. (7)- (8) as a function of the useful signal power (no interference), maximum power, and precoding matrices that diagonalize the equivalent channel. After that, the iterative algorithm is performed in which subproblems (P s,k SC ) in (21) are solved sequentially for all SCs. For each SC k: a) the interference-cost matrices in (17)- (18) and the interference-plus-noise covariance matrices in (9)-(10) are computed (lines 5-6), and b) the optimization in Algorithm 1 is performed to obtain the transmit covariances matrices (including user scheduling, precoding design, and transmit direction selection) for SC k, i.e. {Q Convergence of Algorithm 2 when the Gauss-Seidel iteration is applied can be proved by following similar steps as in [31] since the objective function of problem (P s frame ) in (15) is not decreased at every iteration when sequential updates are performed and, in addition, the objective function is bounded from the above. Recall that with an entirely asynchronous iteration (simultaneous optimizations) convergence could not be guaranteed because the objective function of problem (P s frame ) in (15) could oscillate when the interference-cost matrices were updated. In that case, some works have shown through simulations that convergence is achieved by performing simultaneous optimizations provided that a memory is included in the interferencecost matrices (as, for instance, through a low pass filter), see [25] , [32] .
Remark 2: Algorithm 2 is executed at the cluster controller, which disposes of CSI of all links in the cluster. Alternatively, it could be performed in a distributed manner at each SC provided that CSI was available at each SC and information exchange was used iteratively among SCs to get the interference-cost matrices (17)- (18) . But, due to the short-length of the frame, distributed implementation might not be feasible as it would entail longer delays.
Remark 3: The proposed Algorithm 2 can be used to determine the user scheduling, precoding design, and power control even if the transmit direction per SC is fixed in frame s, simply by not optimizing the transmit covariance matrices Q d i k ,s of transmit directions not allowed at SCs.
Remark 4: For SISO systems, the proposed Algorithm 2 can be adopted to determine the user scheduling and transmit direction selection when binary power control is adopted. In this case, the computation of the optimal values for the power allocation in (30) is not needed. We should simply replace the optimization rule in line 5 of Algorithm 1 by
Under Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) 3 with a power spectral mask, where users for the same SC are assumed to be orthogonal in frequency domain and the primary source of interference is inter-cell interference, the proposed Algorithm 2 can still be used to determine the user scheduling and precoding design on each frequency subband with a slight modification: we should impose that the same transmit direction is adopted for the whole set of subbands on a given frame s at every SC. Therefore, each SC should check all subbands in DL and all subbands in UL and then chose the best transmit direction with the associated user scheduling and transmit precoding. When a power spectral mask is not included, then the solution is not straightforward due to the transmit power constraints that couple different subbands.
Remark 6: To reduce the complexity of the proposed algorithm, one could derive a new approach based on a sequential optimization in which decisions of the transmit direction and scheduling/precoding for each frame were decoupled. The transmit direction selection could be done by following a proportional fair criterion at each frame (either coordinated or not among SCs). Afterwards, the proposed algorithm could be applied to determine the user scheduling and transmit precoding at each frame. However, this lies out of the scope of the paper, as we have focused on the joint optimization of all the resource allocation variables. (11) Finally, for completion, Algorithm 3 includes the dynamic user scheduling, precoding design, and transmit direction selection to solve the global problem (P global ) in (11) through an on-line solution. At every frame s, Algorithm 2 is executed to design the final {Q d i k ,s } (line 3) and, then, the 3 OFDMA is the radio access technology employed in downlink transmission of 3GPP LTE and LTE-A systems [33] , as well as in both uplink and downlink of IEEE 802.16m advanced WiMAX [34] . Furthermore, it is one of the major candidates for different use cases of future 5G systems [35] .
D. Algorithm to Solve
Algorithm 3 Dynamic Procedure to Solve Global Problem
# user scheduling, precoding design, transmit direction:
Algorithm 2 to solve per-frame problem (P s frame ) in (15) and select
# update dynamic variables:
Compute achievable rates r
Update equivalent weights
to be used in the subsequent frame s + 1 are updated (line 6).
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation scenario consists of a synchronized TDD deployment of K outdoor SCs, which are randomly placed within a circular area of 100 m radius with a minimum distance of 40 m among them. The K SCs are managed by a cluster controller. I k users are randomly placed around each SC k in a concentric 40 m radius circle. The evaluation methodology (including system parameters, propagation characteristics, and traffic modeling) designed by 3GPP for outdoor pico scenario in [5] is followed and summarized in Table I . We focus on the evaluation in a single subband adopting a narrow-band channel model.
For simulation purposes the same traffic asymmetry (a i k ) is used for all users, ∀i k , ∀k. Different values of the traffic asymmetries (a i k ), network densities (K ), and user densities (I k ) are used for simulations. S = 100 frames are used. Different MIMO antenna configurations are evaluated: M = N = 1, M = N = 2, and M = N = 4 (depicted in figures as 1×1, 2×2, and 4×4, respectively).
A proportional fair (PF) criterion for problem (P global ) in (11) is adopted, i.e. u(z) = log(z). Therefore, the objective function of problem (P global ) in (11) corresponds to a weighted sum of the log of average rates:
The aim of the present simulations is to show the benefits of jointly optimizing the transmit direction selection and the conventional allocation policies (including user scheduling and precoding design) through the use of the proposed Algorithm 2 as compared to schemes where the transmit direction is set at each SC according to the traffic asymmetries of the associated users while the conventional allocation policies are coordinated among SCs.
We compare the following schemes:
• CS-CP-CD: proposed scheme in this work where the user scheduling, precoding design, and transmit direction selection are dynamically optimized at every frame by following Algorithm 2 under a PF criterion. Thus, in addition to conventional coordinated scheduling and coordinated precoding (CS-CP), coordinated transmit direction (CD) is included.
• CS-CP-uD: SC-specific TDD scheme with coordinated scheduling and coordinated precoding (CS-CP) but uncoordinated transmit direction (uD) [5] , [6] . In particular, 'CS-CP-uD' corresponds to the cell-specific dynamic DL/UL reconfiguration scheme detailed in [6, Sec. II]. 4 The transmit direction per SC is set according to the traffic asymmetries of the associated users (e.g. if a i k = 0.7 then 7 frames are used for DL and the consecutive 3 frames are used for UL). Then, once the transmit direction has been set, the user scheduling and transmit precoding matrices are optimized at every frame under a PF criterion to maximize the weighted sum-rate of the system (instead of following the power leakage minimization proposed in [6] ) for a fair comparison with 'CS-CP-CD'.
• uS-uP-uD: SC-specific TDD scheme without coordination. The transmit direction per SC is set according to the traffic asymmetries of the associated users (similar to 'CS-CP-uD'). The user scheduling and transmit precoding are selected at each SC independently (in a selfish manner at every frame) by following a PF criterion. Therefore, for 'CS-CP-CD', joint decisions on the transmit direction, user scheduling, and precoding are taken on a frame basis by following PF criterion (coordinated among SCs). Differently, for 'CS-CP-uD' and 'uS-uP-uD', decisions on the transmit direction are taken on a 10-frame basis based on the traffic asymmetries while joint decisions on the user scheduling and precoding are taken on a frame basis by following PF criterion (coordinated for 'CS-CP-uD' and uncoordinated for 'uS-uP-uD'). Table I details the optimization time scales.
As stated in the introduction, SC-specific decisions combined with interference coordination techniques (i.e. 'CS-CP-uD' described above) achieve the best performance among existing dynamic TDD schemes [6] , [10] . Also note that as the same traffic asymmetry (a i k ) is considered for all users in the simulation setup, then all SCs would use the same DL-UL pattern under 'CS-CP-uD' and 'uS-uP-uD' schemes (but possibly not with 'CS-CP-CD').
Simulations will allow us to identify the gains that are obtained from CS-CP when the transmit direction is fixed to meet the traffic asymmetries (i.e. 'CS-CP-uD' versus 'uS-uPuD'), and to determine in which situations the joint optimization of the transmit direction together with CS-CP provides additional gains (i.e. 'CS-CP-CD' versus 'CS-CP-uD').
A. Convergence of Algorithm 2
First, we demonstrate convergence of the proposed Algorithm 2, which solves the per-frame problem (P s frame ) in (15) . Results corresponds to 'CS-CP-CD' scheme for a specific frame and a concrete deployment. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the weighted sum-rate for K = 6, I k = 2, and 
. It can be observed that the weighted sum-rate converges quite fast. Also, the monotonic increase of the weighted sum-rate is verified.
B. Evolution of On-Line Solutions (Algorithm 3)
Second, let us show the time evolution of the proposed Algorithm 3, which solves the global problem (P global ) in (11) for a concrete deployment. Fig. 5 displays the evolution of the global objective function f global in (31) versus the frame number (i.e. s = 1, . . . , S) for K = 6, I k = 1, a i k = 0.7, and two different antenna configurations (1×1 and 4×4). It is shown that the weighted sum of the log average rates increases with the frame number and then gets stabilized for all schemes, such that on-line solutions converge. The values in which each scheme gets stabilized will be compared in next sections through simulation results averaged over different deployments.
C. Results of the Global Utility for Different Network/User Densities and Traffic Asymmetries
In this section we show results averaged over 500 different random deployments, for S = 100 and different antenna configurations (1×1, 2×2, and 4×4). The figures depict the mean of the objective function of the global problem (P global ) in (11) (i.e. f global in (31)) versus different system parameters. The x-axis in Fig. 6 corresponds to the number of SCs within the cluster (K ) and the considered system setup is I k = 1, a i k = 0.7. In Fig. 7 , results are displayed as a function of the number of users per SC (I k ) for K = 4, a i k = 0.7. Finally, Fig. 8 shows the objective function versus the traffic asymmetry (a i k ) for K = 4, I k = 1.
We can observe in Figures 6-7-8 that the proposed 'CS-CP-CD' outperforms 'CS-CP-uD' for all antenna configurations, traffic asymmetries, network densities, and user densities. This is thanks to the optimization of the transmit direction selection jointly with the conventional allocation policies. The gains of 'CS-CP-CD' as compared to 'CS-CPuD' are larger for 1×1 than for 2×2 and 4×4 because when increasing the number of antennas more interference can be already managed through CS-CP and thus 'CS-CP-uD' does already provide significant gains over 'uS-uP-uD'. The gains are not much dependent on the traffic asymmetry condition (see Fig. 8 ) but, however, they do vary with the network density and the user density.
As the network density increases (i.e. as K increases, see Fig. 6 ), significant gains are obtained with the coordinated strategies ('CS-CP-uD' and 'CS-CP-CD') because more interference is present in the network and thus more important becomes the coordination of the transmit strategies in the network. In addition, the gains of the proposed 'CS-CP-uD' technique as compared to 'CS-CP-CD' also increase with the network density. So, the joint optimization of the transmit direction and the allocation policies becomes important for interference management in dense networks. As the user density increases (i.e. as I k increases, see Fig. 7 ), large gains are obtained with the coordinated strategies ('CS-CP-uD' and 'CS-CP-CD') because there is more flexibility to manage interference (i.e. there are more users to schedule). The largest gain from 'CS-CP-CD' over 'CS-CP-uD' appear however in the 1×1 antenna configuration, owing to the fact that in the 2×2 and 4×4 flexibility is already provided with the number of antennas and hence the gains of 'CS-CP-CD' over 'CS-CP-uD' are not as remarkable as those of 'CS-CP-uD' over 'uS-uP-uD'. Figure 9 depicts the cumulative density function (CDF) of the average rates obtained in DL and in UL, separately, for K = 4, I k = 2, S = 100, a i k = 0.7, and different antenna configurations: 1×1, 2×2, and 4×4 (on each subplot). Table II summarizes the relative gains in the mean of the average rates of 'CS-CP-uD' over 'uS-uP-uD' (labeled as CS-CP) and of 'CS-CP-CD' over 'CS-CP-uD' (labeled as +CD) for the different antenna configurations.
D. Results of the Average Rate
As it is expected, for a i k = 0.7 (i.e. DL traffic is larger than UL traffic), DL average rates are larger than UL average rates (see Fig. 9 ). For 1×1 (see Fig. 9.(a) ), 'CS-CP-CD' provides a significant improvement of both the outage and the mean of the average rate in DL and UL. The mean gains of 'CS-CP-CD' over 'CS-CP-uD' are 49-60% (see Table II ). For 2×2 and 4×4 cases (see Fig. 9.(b)-(c) ), 'CS-CP-uD' does already provide an important enlargement of the outage rates and improves the mean average rate around 42-95% over 'uS-uP-uD' (see Table II ), thus leaving less improvement for 'CS-CP-CD'. However, 'CS-CP-CD' allows still improving the rates in both transmit directions as compared to 'CS-CPuD' and provides gains between 10-16% (see Table II ). So the gains of 'CS-CP-CD' over 'CS-CP-uD' are reduced with the number of antennas, but not depreciable.
Let us remark that the gains of 'CS-CP-CD' over 'CS-CPuD' come from the proposed joint optimization. The suggested 5G frame structure in Fig. 1 allows applying the algorithm as it is. Even so, if there were 2 10 LTE frame patterns available in LTE TDD, then we could have applied the algorithm to LTE without additional constraints and would get the benefits of the proposed joint optimization as well. To conclude, from Figures 6-7-8-9, we infer that:
• larger gains are obtained for 1×1 than for 2×2 and 4×4, because the 1×1 setup has less flexibility for interference management and is therefore more benefited from the optimization of the transmit direction. Even though, positive gains are still reported when increasing the number of transmit/receive antennas.
• the gains of 'CS-CP-CD' increase as the network density increases (i.e. as K increases), due to the fact that as K increases then more interference is present and the optimization of the transmit direction becomes important for interference management.
• the gains of 'CS-CP-CD' increase as the user density increases (i.e. as I k increases), because by increasing I k more flexibility is available to select the proper user and transmit direction.
Consequently, the joint optimization of the transmit direction and the conventional allocation policies becomes key for interference management and it is specially important for interference-limited systems with a low number of antennas.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a dynamic procedure for joint user scheduling, precoding design, and transmit direction selection in dynamic TDD MIMO small cell networks. Differently from previous works, the transmit direction is optimized at every frame jointly with the conventional allocation policies that include user scheduling, precoding design, and power control. Hence, a high adaptability to the instantaneous traffic and interference conditions in the network is achieved. Simulation results show gains in DL and UL average rates for different traffic asymmetries, network densities, and user densities as compared to existing schemes for dynamic TDD. The gains are larger for systems with a low number of antennas because they have less flexibility for interference management through the coordination of transmit/receive spatial filters and hence larger gains are obtained by optimizing the transmit direction.
Interesting future work includes the superposition coding transmission to multiple users served at every frame either in DL or in UL, whereby user grouping strategies should be optimized together with the precoding design and transmit direction selection. The application of the proposed approach to OFDMA-based networks without a power spectral mask is relevant as well. In this case, users from the same SC would be assigned to orthogonal resources at each frame, but each frame can be only devoted either for DL or UL and a single power constraint is to be included. Finally, a potential research line includes the reformulation of the problem in order to optimize the energy efficiency of the network subject to minimum per-user DL/UL average rate constraints such that quality of service requirements of the users are satisfied and traffic asymmetry conditions are met.
achieved, the limit point will also satisfy the KKT conditions of problem (P s frame ) in (15 (32) , define the weighted sum-rate of the links related to SC k as:
such that the objective function of problem (P s frame ) in (15) (15) is bounded from above due to the maximum power constraints, the algorithm must converge to (at least) a local optimum.
